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1.

POLICY STATEMENT

The Welsh Health Specialised Services Committee (WHSSC) will
commission Stereotactic Body Radiotherapy / Stereotactic Ablative
Radiotherapy for a small subset of patients with early non small cell lung
cancer within defined criteria in accordance with this policy.
In creating this policy the WHSSC has reviewed the evidence for this
clinical condition and the options for its treatment. It has considered the
place of this treatment in current clinical practice, whether scientific
research has shown the treatment to be of benefit to patients, (including
how any benefit is balanced against possible risks) and whether its use
represents the best use of NHS resources. Clinicians are requested to
consider this policy when discussing management options with patients.
For the purpose of this policy the SBRT/ SABR refers to hypofractionated
treatment of not more than 8 fractions. Arrangements for fractionated
treatments utilising a larger number of fractions are beyond the remit of
this policy.
2.

CLINICAL INDICATIONS
• Patients with surgically inoperable, Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer
(NSCLC) in patients Age > 18 years; and
• MDT diagnosis of NSCLC based on findings of positive histology,
positive PET scan or growth on serial CT scan

3.

CLINICAL ASSESSMENT

3.1

Clinical Staging
•

•
•

Clinical stages of T1 N0 M0 or T2 (_5cm) N0 M0 or T3 (_5cm) N0
M0 [radiologically N2 (CT or PET), patients only eligible if possible
nodal disease is subsequently confirmed as histologically negative
with mediastinoscopy or endoscopic bronchial or oesophageal
ultra-sound biopsy];
Not suitable for surgery because of medical co-morbidity, lesion
is technically inoperable or patient declines surgery after surgical
assessment (or option of assessment);
WHO performance status 0-2.
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3.2

Anatomical criteria
•

Peripheral lesions outside a 2cm radius of main airways and
proximal bronchial tree. This is defined as 2cm from the
bifurcation of the second order bronchus e.g. where the right
upper lobe bronchus splits.

4.
TREATMENT
Doses used for peripheral lesions range from 55 Gy in 3 F to 54 Gy in 5
fractions depending upon where the lung lesion is to avoid toxicity to
chest wall and subsequent risk of rib fracture.
4.1

Stopping Criteria

For the purpose of this policy the SBRT/ SABR refers to hypofractionated
treatment of not more than 8 fractions. Arrangements for fractionated
treatments utilising a larger number of fractions are beyond the remit of
this policy.
5.
RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER POLICIES AND SERVICE
SPECIFICATIONS
This document should be read in conjunction with the following policies
and service specifications:
• SABR Service Specification;
• Clinical Access Policy for FDG-PET/CT;
• All Wales Policy: Making Decisions on Individual Patient Funding
Requests.

6.

DEFINITIONS

Stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) Stereotactic radiation therapy
has been used for benign and malignant lesions in the brain for many
years. Stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) is a single fraction of stereotactic
directed radiation of a limited volume in the brain or other structure of the
skull base, whereas stereotactic radiotherapy (SRT) has been defined as a
fractionated stereotactic directed radiation of a limited volume in the
brain. Stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT / SABR) refers to the use of
stereotactically directed radiation therapy to structures outside the brain
and skull.
Non Small Cell Lung Cancer (NSCLC) Lung cancer is responsible for 1
in 7 new cases of cancer and is responsible for 22% of all cancer deaths.
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Approximately 80% of patients have non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC),
of whom about 20% have early-stage disease (AJCC Stage I, TNM Stage
T1-2N0M0) which is associated with the best chance of cure. Lung cancer
is more common in elderly patients and smokers, who have a higher
incidence of medical co-morbidity. This means that in a proportion of
patients with early stage NSCLC, surgery is too risky. Such patients are
termed ‘medically inoperable’. Some other patients may be inoperable for
technical reasons.
World Health Organisation (WHO) performance status. The WHO
performance scale is one way of assessing general health. The WHO
performance status classification categorises patients as:
• 0: able to carry out all normal activity without restriction;
• 1: restricted in strenuous activity but ambulatory and able to
carry out light work;
• 2: ambulatory and capable of all self-care but unable to carry out
any work activities; up and about more than 50% of waking
hours;
• 3: symptomatic and in a chair or in bed for greater than 50% of
the day but not bedridden;
• 4: completely disabled; cannot carry out any self-care; totally
confined to bed or chair.
TNM. The TNM system is one of the most widely used staging systems for
cancer. This system has been accepted by the International Union Against
Cancer (UICC) and the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC).
The TNM system is based on the extent of the tumour (T), the extent of
spread to the lymph nodes (N), and the presence of distant metastasis
(M). A number is added to each letter to indicate the size or extent of the
primary tumour and the extent of cancer spread.

7.

PATIENT PATHWAY

7.1

South Wales

Patients will be discussed at the local lung MDT and considered for
surgical resection if possible. If surgery is not considered appropriate
then a letter should be faxed to Dr Alison Brewster (02920196870) at
Velindre Hospital for an opinion on suitability for SABR. The letter should
contain the patient's performance status, full lung function, results of CT
thorax, PET and biopsy (if possible) . The CT scan should be forwarded
to PACs at Velindre as soon as possible as the patient will be discussed at
the next lung planning meeting once the images are available. The
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decision regarding likely suitability with be faxed back to the referring
consultant and it will be their responsibility to discuss the possible
radiotherapy treatment options with the patient. If the patient is willing to
attend for treatment in Cardiff then an OP appt will be forwarded. If the
patient proves suitable for SABR then they will undergo the treatment at
Velindre but would be followed up according to the protocol at the local
referring centre.
7.2

North Wales

Patients will be discussed at the local lung MDT and considered for
surgical resection if possible. If surgery is not considered appropriate
then a letter should be faxed to Clatterbridge Cancer centre for an
opinion on suitability for SABR. The letter should contain the patient's
performance status, full lung function, results of CT thorax, PET and
biopsy (if possible). The CT scan should be forwarded to PACs at
Clatterbridge as soon as possible as the patient will be discussed at the
next lung planning meeting once the images are available. The decision
regarding likely suitability with be faxed back to the referring consultant
and it will be their responsibility to discuss the possible radiotherapy
treatment options with the patient.
8.

EXCLUSIONS
• NSCLC patients with T2 or T3 primary tumours > 5cm;
• T3 primary NSCLC tumours involving the mediastinal structures
or central T3 primary tumours;
• Metastatic lung tumours;
• Any tumour that is not clinically definable on the treatment
planning CT scan e.g. surrounded by consolidation or atelectasis;
• If tumour has respiratory motion _ 1cm despite using techniques
to reduce tumour motion, only proceed with treatment if target
delineation is reliable and suggested normal tissue and tumour
planning constraints can be achieved;
• Tumours within 2cm radius of main airways and proximal
bronchial tree;
• Primary NSCLC tumours with clinical evidence of regional or
distant metastasis after appropriate staging studies;
• Previous radiotherapy within the planned treatment volume;
• Presence of pulmonary fibrosis (unless the increased risk of SABR
has been fully considered and the patient has been appropriately
consented);
• Chemotherapy administered within 6 weeks prior to study entry
or planned for < 6 weeks following SABR.
• Advanced interstitial lung disease;
• Pregnant or lactating females; or
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•

Inability to obtain informed consent or comply with treatment.

9.

CLINICAL OUTCOME AND QUALITY MEASURES

9.1

Quality and Patient Safety

The Provider must work to written quality standards and provide
monitoring information to the lead purchaser.
The centre must enable the patient’s, carer’s and advocate’s informed
participation and to be able to demonstrate this. Provision should be made
for patients with communication difficulties.

9.2

Clinical and Quality Criteria

The Provider must work to written quality standards and provide
monitoring information to the lead purchaser. Providers are expected to
comply with the following clinical and quality measures:
9.3

Patient Experience

Providers should use a validated patient experience tool for monitoring
patient experience on, as a minimum, an annual basis (e.g. CAREs tool
(http://www.caremeasure.org/)
Patient experience will be included in the departmental audit programme.
9.4
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quality of Life
EQ-5D;
Overall survival (1y, 3y and 5y dependent on data maturity and
ONS linkage);
Progression free survival;
Local tumour control;
Tissue toxicity;
Dose reporting:
o Dose conformity
o Dose calculation algorhythm

Quality assurance of this technically complex and challenging treatment
modality is critical to its success.
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10.

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

The Equality Impact Assessment (EQIA) process has been developed to
help promote fair and equal treatment in the delivery of health services. It
aims to enable Welsh Health Specialised Services Committee to identify
and eliminate detrimental treatment caused by the adverse impact of
health service policies upon groups and individuals for reasons of race,
gender re-assignment, disability, sex, sexual orientation, age, religion and
belief, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity and
language (welsh).
This policy has been subjected to an Equality Impact Assessment.
The Assessment demonstrates the policy is robust and there is no
potential for discrimination or adverse impact. All opportunities to promote
equality have been taken.
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